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Engendering Peace builing

With each passing day the world is becoming more complex and interdependent. The problems
we are facing cannot be resolved by the efforts of only half the population of the globe. Both
men and women mnust work together as equal partners in order to ensure a sustainable future for
the generations to corne.

Perez de Cuellar - March 8, 1990 (Cited in Vickers,1993: 150)



On October 30, 1996 the Minister of Foreign Affairs announced the establishment of a

new Canadian Peace building Initiative as well as the creation of a new peacekeeping fund ($ 10

million annually). Although Canada has been an international leader in the evolvement of the

concept and practice of peacekeeping, the concept of Peace building i s relatively new to

Canadians and the international community alike. As a resuit, rnany aspects of Peace building

have yet to be determnined. This paper will address one essential aspect of Peace building that has

hereto been neglected; gender. TI light of a number of recent experiences in Rwanda and

Guatemala, as weII as the growing literature on the importance of gender in development

processes, it will be argued that wornen play a critical role in the reconstruction of their countries.

Moreover, given Canada's experience in peacekeeping, gender and development, and human

rights, Canada is well placed to advance an integrative model of Peace building that will

effectively respond to the needs of a reconstructing nation.
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require the participation of military actors (Bush, 1996:83). According to Boutros-Ghali, "peace-

keeping is the deployment of a United Nations presence in the field, hitherto with the consent of

al] the parties concerned, normally involving United Nations military and/or police personnel and

frequently civilians as well." In the early 1990s, it was increasingly found, however, that with a

rise in intra-state conflict, traditional peacekeeping operations were not able to resolve the

conflicts at hand without incorporating the need to rebuild civilian institutions of government as

wcll. The concept of Peace building - action to identify and support structures which will tend

to strengthen and solidify peace in order to avoid a relapse into conflict - was thus boni (Boutros-

G hali,1992: 11).

Despite Canada's recent pledge to support Peace building, the Canadian government is

stili working out thc priorities of Peace building and how best to implement them. Fairly clear

consensus has emerged around the ultimate goal: human security and thc prevention of further

violence. Moreover clear consensus has emerged around the constraints on Peace building: short

trne frarne for initial action, volatile social conditions, weak civic and governrnental institutions,

and econornic scarcity (Axworthy, Bush, Bail). What hasn't becn firnuly established, however, is

how Canada rnay bcst assist another country in its transition to pcace; nor how long assistance is

required. IIow do wé define peace building: What does human security and the prevention



civilians (e.g. the "civilian peace-keepers" model) and c)developmnent assistance, adapted to

meet the needs of demobilizing ex-combatants and rebuilding the institutions Of government and

justice. Both the approaches of "classic peacekeeping" and diplomatic mediation are essential to

any mission at its outset and peac crises phase, however neiter are capable of providing the

support needed for effective governmental, societal, and economic reconstruction.

Kenneth Bush has argued that Peace building is primarily a development process with a

security component rather than the other way around. Whereas peacekeeping missions tend to be

mýilitary in nature, short in duration and self-sustaining, development projects tend to be process

oriented, long-terni, and focus on the communities capacities to identify problems and fornulate

solutions (Bush, 1995:56-57). Moreover, a prolonged presence of peacekeeping forces may

effectively lead to an "armed peace," which may invite a return to violence once the peacekeepers

depart (Bush, 1995:49-50). Should Canada follow a developmnent model for peace building

rather than a difflomnatic or militarv mmdip? Whbir xweilA 1-1---



important insights for Peace building work, however, several further steps must be taken for the

formuliation of an effective Peace building policy. As Nicole Ball points out, reconstruction

efforts are flot "normal development." In a situation of post-armed conflict, social and economic

relations are in flux and there is a high degree of instability. In order that Canada may best

support reconstruction, therefore, several conditions must be met. First, although it is truc a

window of opportunity for enacting change onîy exists for a short period of Urne, long terni

support is rcquired for the successful maintenance of those changes (Bush, 1996 & BOh, 1995).

Second, Canadians assisting in Peace building e fforts must recognize that reconstruction is first

and foremost an indigenous effort. The terni, "accompananiiento," or "accompanying tic

process," might be a usefu1 starting point for thinking about thc kind of partnerships of which

Canada might be a part. "Accompanamiento," a terni applied to a Canada-Nicaragua

development project in thc late 1980s and early 1990s, entails notions of collective

empowerment and participation, as well as the understanding that it is Canadians who are

accompanying" reconstruction, rather than vice versa (Wilson & Whitmorc, 1995:61-77). What
role should civil society play in peace building, both in Uic country concernced and in Canada? Is

this involvement critical to thc success of peace building? How important is this to women?

Should this be a condition for Canada to become involved or provide aid to a peace building



addressing gendered differentials of violence and power leads to more prosperous and secure

societies (CI]DA,1995a,c). Moreover, in the social confusion and flux of post-armed conflict,

evaluating the systemic impact of gender relations becomes even more critical.

During a time of limited resources, the Canadian governiment faces many difficuit choices

as te where te concentrate its energy within the peace building envelope. IIow does Canada

make the choices? What criteria should be used? a)Country size - is smaller better for a

country like Canada? b)Country within the same hemisphere?

post-conflict



and one-half of ail women are widows. Indeed, one year after the genocide, there were no

comprehensive national programs of family support for the survivors.

The humanitarian'efforts initiated in Rwanda in the aftermath of the war and genocide

highlight two very important, and inevitably Iinked, questions that must be addressed in Peace

building policy. First, how can women support reconstruction? And second, how can

reconstruction support women? In Rwanda, for example, given that the majority of the aduit

population is now composed of women, women are necessarily going to, be vital partners in

peace building, In order for Rwandan women to be ftilly effective, however, it is vital that

women are free to act as autonomous agents. Among other things this means supporting women

in their efforts to change existing laws so that they may inherit property. Women may also have

specific health, economic, and/or security needs in the aftermath of violent conflict. The

Rwandan women who were raped, for example, may require certain kinds of assistance in

rebuilding their own lives prior to and simultaneous to rebuilding the livelihood of their country.

Before discussing the interplay between gender and peace building and the questions

posed above, however, it is necessary to explore what is meant by gender as well as the gendered



constructed roles and responsibilities of men and women."(CIDA,1i995b) The terni gender is a

more useful analytical category than "women," because it flot only takes the relationship between

women and men into account but relationships among various groups of women or men as well.

Similarities and differences between class and other social characteristics may thus be

accommodated (Chowdry et al, 1995.,MGser, 1989:1800) Understanding gender as a systern of

relationships is particularly important when analysing situations of pre-conflict, conflict, and

post-conflict.

When thinkinR about the relationship between women and war, and women and peace, it

Platform



*women to sexual forms of violence, both as civilians and refugees, as well as the opportunity to

challenge certain gendered assumptions through armed combat and new economic roles, holds

definite repercussions for post-conflict peace building.

The first question we must ask ourselves is: Ini what ways do women'experience

violence differently than men? What does security from violence inean for women? Four

key areas can be identified; rape, refugees/refugee camps, land mines, domestic violence, and

prostitution.

.Mass Rape

Increasingly, modern-day wars are the resuit of civil and often ethnic confllct, rather than

wars between states. Rwanda and Bosnia are but two countries in recent years that have

experienced some form of civil war. The nationalist and/or ethnic views that gave risc to these

types conflict, however, may have different implications for women than for men. Indeed,

women may be cast as symbolic pawns in the period of pre-violence. Silva Meznaric, for

example, has identified that gender served as an "ethno-znarker," during a media carnpaign on



political act and penalized more severely." (Meznaric,79)

In nationalist discourse, women may also be identified as the "mothers of the nation,"

with specific child-bearing responsibilities. As a resuit, the manner in which women are cast in

the pre-war period deeply affects their experiences of war, as well as their post-war environmen-

In the case of former Yugoslavia, the notion of woman as ethno-marker carried over into the

armed conflict. It is estimated that as many as 20,000 Muslim women were raped as part of a

systematic attempt to both humiliate the (maie) enemy and wipe out Muslim ethnicity

(Meznaric,92).



as the resuit of conflict. According to the United Nations High Commission for Refugees

(UNHCR), the number of the world's refugees has increased from 17 million in'1991 to 27

million in 1995. As of 1995 there were also approximately 5.4 million intemnally displaced

peoples. Refugee life for most is extremely traumatic;

To become a refugee is to experience a deep sense of loss. When people go into exile,
they are frequently obliged to abandon many of the assets which they had accumulated in their
homeland, however meagre those might have been. Becoming a refugee normally entails a
lowering of one's social and economic status. Even in countries with generous asylum policies,
refugees are almost inevitably obliged to setule on the most marginal land and to accept the least
desirable and worst paid jobs.

The loss experience by a refugee also has important social, psychological and legal
dimensions. When people are forced into exile, they are separated from a familiar environment
and cut off from friends, family and established social networks. Not knowing when they will be
able to return to their homes, or what they will find when they get there, many refugees live, in a
perpetual state of uncertainty. And while some refugees are able to seule down and integrate in
another society, many find that they are obliged to live as second-class residents in their country
of asylum, deprived of rights, freedoms and benefits enjoyed by ordinary citizens of that state
(UNHCR, 1995:26).

The loss and uncertainty described above is further compounded for women, who

refugee
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including parent separation, parent and child separation, the new responsibilities of women, and

changes in men's traditional status, violence against women also occurs in the farnily

(Vickers, 1993:30). Refugee Women in Development (RefWID), a non-profit organization in

Washington, has documented the following types of violence against women refugees;

multiple and/or gang rapes; abduction; trafficking, and forced prostitution of women and
children; the demand for sexual favours in exchange for food, relief assistance, and
documentation; sale of children; domestic violence; murder; torture; and forced childbearing.



Domnestie Violence

As wars draw to a close, violence against women may take a new formn - much dloser to

home. The reworking of gender relationships that can take place during periods of armed

conflict due to the simultaneous absence of men and the increasing economnic/social

empowerment of women, may turn against women. In some post-conflict nations, domestic

violence sharply increases in the immediate aftermath of war. This has been the case in nations

as disparate as Mozambique (Chingogo, 1996.233) and Guatemala. In, Guatemala, women's

g roups have estimated that 75-85% of women suifer from physical and/or psychological abuse in

their homes (Nuestra Voz, 1997:3).

Prostitution

Violence against women may also take the shape of economic forces as well. Some

women may find themselves turning to prostitution in desperation to care for themselves and

their families - this in turn may feed the cycle of assault and disease. Moreover, foreign troops

sent in to manage "the peace," may contribute to this particular form of oppression of women.



armed combatants. Ini over twenty wars in recent years, including armed conflict in

Mozambique, El Salvador, Guatemala, Israeli-occupied territories, and Sri Lanka, women have

served as soldiers or military support forces (Vickers, 1993: 19). In Nicaragua women comprised

fully one-third of the Sandinista army (Randall,1995:128). Although women rarely rise to the

top ranks of the military, the presence of women soldiers can challenge traditional gender roles

and provide a new forin of politicization for women.

The mai ority of women caught in the cross-fire of armed conflict, whether as civilias or

refugees, may also find themselves taking on new gender roles. With most men gone, due to

fighting, forced separation, or death, many women must assume the entire responsibility for their

family's welfare. In the process, the patriarchal farnily is weakened and women are forced to



POST CONFLICT: GENDER AND PEACE BUILDING

The Need for Gender Analysis

A useful starting point for determining the interaction between gender and Peace building

is CIDA's policy on Women in Development and Gender Equity. CIDA has recognized the

important role women play in development for over twenty years. Since 1976, CIDA has been

developing guidelines and policy that incorporates women as agents and beneficiaries of

development. More recently, CIDA has also increasingly emphasised gender equity and women's

empowerment. A recent CJDA document points to the importance of women's partnership in

development efforts;

In countries where the status of women has improved, faster economic growth and higher living
standards also occurred, whereas in regions where women's rights and freedoms are denied,
progress has been slow in coming. Where education levels for women have risen, infant
mortality has declined, diet lias împroved and farnily size has shrunk (CI]DA, 1 995c).

I order to more effectively implement development projects, CIDA has therefore devised gender



(CIDA, 1995).

Should these guidelines also apply to peace building initiatives: should some of them

be emphasized? 2)Is applying these guidelifles culturally appropriate? 3)Are there any

other problems with these guidelines? (See Appendix)

While these guidelines should be applied in ail Peace building programs, for the purpose

of this paper I wilI focus on two key aspects. One is the need to gain an understanding of gender

relations, the other is to gain an understandiflg of women's practical needs. and strategic interests.

The concepts "practical needs and strategic interests" are elemental to reconstruction

efforts because they'differentiate between what may be a woman's short tenu needs and long-

within



Political Change

Hearing Women 's Voices

The presence of women at ail levels of decision-making is crucial for the peaceful

transition of war-tomn societies. a recent United Nations Study on women in politics and

decision-rnaking in the late twentieth century outlines five basic reasons why the political

participation of women in democracies is essential;

l)Women constitute at least haif of any population and should be represented proportionaly.
The recognition of women's rights to full citizenship must be reflected in their effective
participation at the various levels, of political life. There cannot be truc democracy where women
are virtually excluded from positions of power.
2)Women's under representation can be dangerous for the legitimacy of the democratic systemn
since it distances elected representatives from their electorate and more particularly from the
women among their electors. The legitimate value of the outcome of political decision-making is
thus flot the same for both men and women. This may give rise to public mistrust towards the
representative system.
3)Political participation involves articulating, providing and defending interests. Women are
conditioned to have différent social roles, functions and values. It is reasonable to believe that
women are more aware of their own needs and are therefore better able to press for them.
Women are more aware, for exaxnple, of the need to have control over their own bodies and
therefore access to family planning; to have proper provision for the care of children and of
others who are physically dependent; and to have more protection against sexual violence and
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missions, however, often times serve to reinforce existiflg gendered power structures instead of

seeking ways to empower additional actors. Ini Rwanda, for example, only men were being

selected by foreign advisors to staff the new police force (Enloe,1994:29). How can Canada

help womnen's voices to be heard, help women participat e, help womnen te network at al

levels in peace building? a)locally

b)NGO's to NGO's (ini the South)

c)NGO's te Canadian NGO's

f)Womnen as delegates on Canada's peace-keeping; peace building'
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understand the situations that women are living under. Women in Rwanda are now the majority
and have no choice but to be actively involved in politics (Zimbabwe Women's Resource
Centre, 1995:14-15).

Indeed, as of 1995, four Rwandan women sat in a cabinet of twenty-two and there were

fifteen female members; of parliament out of seventy-seven parliamentarians (Zimbabwe

Women's Resource Centre, 1995:14-15).

One group of women who have been very active in the peace process of their country are

Guatemalan activists. Ini Guatemala, women becarne organized early on in the peace accord

process. Because of their effective lobbying, they were able to create a "women's sector," to

provide feed-back to the governiment. Within two weeks, what had originated as a very divided

cross-section of forty-five women's groups of ail classes and backgrounds, emerged as a working

sector ready to have its voice heard. Ov er the past several years the women's sector has lobbied
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well. Cynthia Enloe describes how in the aftermath of the war in El Salvador, a former guerilla

who spent most of her aduit life fighting in the jungle, is now being encouraged to have her IUD

taken out and become a good mother (Enloe, 1993: 1). While a number of Salvadoran women

have been agitating for recognition of the rights of women, the battle has been up-hifl

(Lundoff, 1992:8,25 & Sandra Moran: interview). In post-war Nicaragua, when the Frente

Sandinista de Liberacion Nacional (FSLN) held its first congress in 199 1, there was a strong

movement to include one woman on the directorate. The obvious candidate, the female

commander of the attack to take the first city in the war, was overlooked. Another three years

passed before women were included on the directorate (Randali, 1995:128,150). Margaret Viki, a

this way;



are in need of conflict resolution and negotiation training. Should every Canadian peace

building teamn elicit fromn the Women's NGO's network in the country.concerned a list of

those things which they consider to be political priorities for the security of women (e.g.

child-care facilities, legisiation on domestic violence, etc.)?

One of the priorities of any Peace building programn includes providing governments with

advice on 'good govemnance' and how to create a democratic constitution with a place for civil

society. Ini Guatemala, the women's sector is trying to learn how to construct a constitution and

legisiation and most importantly how to create non-violent conflict resolution, which would

address the particular concernis of women and the groups that represent them in democratic

socicty. Should Canada consider the recommendation made by the UN Commission on the

Status of Women that member states should consider establishing educational programmes

for girls and boys to foster a culture of peace, f ocusing on conflict resolution?

Finally, a priority of peace building in the political realm must also be technical support

and training for thc police and judiciary in a new democracy. There is an important gender angle
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Canada insure that there is a capacity for gender specific issues?

Economic Growth: Conversion from War Economy to Peace Economny

The gender relations produced during a war are nece'ssarily going to impact upon a

woman's ability to contribute to economnic reconstruction as well as ber own practical and

strateglo needs.' More often than not, women will be the primary heads. of households at a war's

end- To begin with, one-third of the worlds families are headed by a woman (Vickers, Moser).



international forces have undermined the ability of women to care for themselves and their

families. In Nicaragua ini 1990, for example, the new government dismantled a number of social

welfare programs such as sex education and health services (Wilson & Whitrnore,1995:66). In

addition, a new government anxious to provide employmen t programs for former combatants,

may overlook the just as vital employment needs of (non-combatant) women in the process.

Structural Adjustment Pro grains

Many countries attempting to rebuild are simultaneously facing the pressure of foreign

trade arrangements and Structural adjustmnent prograrus. Structural adjustment programs have an

impact on the ability of women to contribute to peace building. Jeanne Viclcers argues that

structural adjustment progranis have a greater impact on women than men, "the-impact is

principally feit among food-deficit farming households, pastoral cominunities, thc landless, the

.irban unemployed, and those with jobs that do not pay enough for survival (Vickers, 1993:90).

ý4oreover, when women are heads of households, the impact is even more dramatic. Vickers
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economies, is the possîbility of structural adjustment programs exacerbating already poor social

and economic conditions;

The capacity of the household to shoulder the burden of adjustment cai have detrimental effects

in ternis of human relationships, expressed in increased domestic violence, mental health

disorders and increasing numbers of woman-headed households resulting in the breakdown in

nuclear family structures (Moser, 1989:1814). What pressure can Canada bring te bear on

Structural Adjustment Programs te make them more gender equitable?
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recovery of their country: education for girls and women and micro-credit and loans for women.

What role should education and micro-credit for girls and women be part of any peace

building initiative?

Health, Healing and Security

Cynthia Enloe has written;

Feniinist thinking about peace is flot necessarily Ioclced in this warlpeace dichotomy. Perhaps
because feminists start from the conditions of women's lives, and because they sec how many
fornis violence and oppression can take, they are more likely to dermne peace as women's
achievement of control over their lives (Enloe, 1993:65).

Just because a peace treaty has been signed and the war declared over does not mean that

the violence bas ended for everyone. Indeed, for many it bas only just begun. The aftermath of

prolonged or even temporary dispiacement can be devastating and when compounded by the



caused by rape are compounded (Human Rights Watch, 1995:102).

Additional health problems for women sexually assaulted may include the contraction of sexually

transmitted diseases such as syphilis, herpes, chlamydia and HIV. This matter is particularly

urgent in Rwanda as even before the war, HIV infection among aduits in the capital, Kigali, was

estimated at 3 1% (Rail, 1995).

Unwanted pregnancy poses another significant difficulty. In the main hospital in Kigali,

one doctor estimated that by March 1995 he had seen 200 women aged 12-28 who were pregnant

as a resuit of rape. Ten percent had already tried to terminate their pregnancies, while 80% were

seeking abortions. According to Ann RaIl, because of legal issues the doctors did flot reveal

aped



As noted earlier in this paper, violence against women takes place in both public and

private. In order for women to feel "secure," and in order f6r them to be able to contribute to the

rebuilding of their families, their lives, and their nation, two important needs must be addressed.

First their practical needs must be met. For displaced and refugee women, this may mean access

to shelter for themselves and their family. Moreover, women must have access to daily items

such as birth control and sanitary pads (Zimbabwe Women's Resource Centre, 1995,14-15) as

well as medical and psychological support to begin their healing. Second, and equally important,

women's strategic interests must be met. This means addressing the root sources of oppression

against women manifested prior to, during, and after the armed conflict (Wali, 1995:338). a

society cannot heal if large sectors of its population are being cast as political symbols or objects

of nationalist goals. Nor can it heal.if the violenc e bas retreated behind closed doors. What
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not, the status quo is part of what led to the hostilities. When assisting nations rebuild, therefore,

right from the peacekeeping phase to the Peace building process,, Canada must effectively seek

out and support women trying to enact change in their countries. In the majority of cases, these

women will flot be at the negotiating table, nor will they be the returning combatants. They will

be the women in their homes, in the fields, in factories, and in small grassroots organizations.

Where possible, Canada must support the practical and strategic needs of these women as they

identify where they need help and what must change. Peace building cannoe be a process of
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it is importan t to recognize the ways in which womnen in different reconstructing nations may be

able to assist one another. Sandra Moran has commented on the usefulness of meeting with other

Central Ainerican womnen at a regional conference several years ago (Moran,interview).

Likewise, Rwandan women have similarly benefitted from exchanging conflict and post-conflict

experiences and strategies with womnen from Zimbabwe (Zimbabwe Womnen's Resource

Çentre,1995). Canada must find ways to support this kind of cross-national networking between.

women.

Canada has an excellent international reputation for its work in areas of human rights and

gender and development (Moser,1989 & Chowdry,1995). Ini addition to formulating concrete

policies in these areas, Canada has also sought change to create change for women in the

international arena. At the, Fourth World Conference on Women, for example, Canada took the



does it undermine the mandate? IIow can different groups of womnen be engaged in the

peace building process?

Appendix

CIDA's (3ender Analysis Guidelines

l)Who is the target of tic proposed policy, prograni or project? Who will benefit? Who will

lose?

2)Have womnen been consulted on the "problem," the intervention to solve the problemn? How

have they been involved in the developmnent of the "solution"?

3)Does intervention challenge Uie existing gender division of labour, tasks, responsibilities and

opportunities?.

4)What is the best way to build on (and strengthen) the government's conunitment to the
advancemnent of womnen?
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